
Referee report of Dissertation Thesis by Susanta Haldar:

Theoretica! Study of Non-covalent Interactions from Small Molecules to Biomolecules

The dissertation thesis, based on 5 published papers in important international journals
(where the candidates is the first author in 4 papers), consists of problem introduction of weak
intermolecular interaction, reasonable description of methodology used for study of weak
intermolecular interactions and description of 5 studied projects. Each project has its own
introduction, description of computational strategy and results and discussion. The thesis is

finished by general conclusions. The thesis includes exhaustive list of citations (more then 300).

From the methodology point of view, it includes sophisticated methods of quantum

chemistry, more approximate quantum chemical methods and core of the thesis uses large

variety of methods of molecular dynamics. All the methods are used in the modern variants and

are properly described.

The candidate studied tedious problems of interaction on surfaces (adsorption of electron
acceptors on graphene models, association of base pairs on silica), replacement of halogen bond
with hydrogen bond in aldose reductase, stability and folding of two different RNA tetraloops,
and finally, calculation of stabilization energy of set of hydrogen bonded a dispersion stabilized
complexes, using high level quantum chemical calculations including ZPVE (with anharmonic
corrections). In all the study the candidate proved high level of professionality, deep knowledge
and obtained significant results.

The thesis is written in English, it is well organized and well balanced between complete
description and readability. There are some pieces of mistyping (probably not complete), which I

add at the bottom, not affecting the readability and precision of the thesis. Only in two cases I

would appreciate more extensive or deeper information. 1. From many variants of MD some were
se|ected for the studies. However, díscussion is missing why just these variants the candidate
selected as being the best for the study. 2. In Chapter 3.L.4.2 | would appreciate a table with
charge transfer val ues.

To conclude, I found the work of Susanta Haldar very professional, showing that she is

able to perform scientific work at highest quality, independently (in most papers she is the first
author), and I recommend to accept the Dissertation Thesis as base for awarding the PhD title.
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List of typos and some comments:
1,. Content, chapter 3.1: The dots should disappear.
2. ln Czech abstract, page xvi, the English terms "biase d" , "well" and "fast-grow" should get Czech-

based terms (this is rather role of the Czech supervisor or Czech colleagues).
3. Page 2,line 4: interest, -> interest (delete comma).
4. Page 7: angle deviates to 25 -> angle deviates by 25.
5. Page 16: total electronic energy -> total energy (as it includes also nuclear-nuclear repulsion,

which is not "electronic").
6. Page 16: BSSE is not drawback of supermolecular approach, but drawback of incomplete basis

set.

7. Page L6, eq. 2.3: Total energy is sum of HF plus correlation energies (not correlation interaction
energy; it includes also intra-system correlation).

8. Page 1-7: given by Jiri Cizek -> introduced to chemistry by Jiri Cizek (CC was known in nuclear
physics).

9. Page 18: methods are based -> methods which are based.

10. Page 30: first one is always can be -> ???
11. Page 35, eq. 3.1: why sigma and only sigma orbitals?
12. Page 35 bottom: Why different solvation model were used? Due to the implementation?
1,3. Page 36: compared of with -> compared with.
14. Page 36: The aqueous environment ... Why water was selected as solvent, if both systems are

non-polar?
15. Page 35: parrinello-rahman -> Parrinello-Rahman.
16. Page37:lsitfairtoconclude,thatBLYP-D3canbeusedforlargemolecule,iftheagreementis

based on calculation of only one system?
17. Page 38: What information one can get from comparison of interaction energies of two,

significantly different, systems E and Q?
18. Page 39, Fig. 3.3: degenerated -> degenered (the orbitals are not mentally disabled).
19. Page 39: The solvent free energies led to the lower stabilization as compared to the gas phase. ls

this statement resulting from selecting water as solvent?
20. Page 41: planner -> plane (???).

21. Page 42: SisoOro6Hze -> Si6oO1o6H28.

22, Page 43:coordinated -> coordinates.
23. Page 46, 47: Font size of the text.
24. Page 50: squire -> square. (squire = aristocrat)
25. Page 57: Table 3.6: distances for AK198 (1.92 and 3.24),is it correct or typo?
26. Page 75: may kinetically -> may be kinetically.


